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Abstract
The dystopian fiction genre within Western media has historically highlighted the flaws
associated with societal attempts to achieve an unattainable ideal – or utopia. Through
storytelling, these texts highlight the present issues in society, and among them, readers
find deeply concerning messages about dehumanisation and oppression. The Gigantic
Beard That Was Evil by Stephen Collins is uniquely placed within this larger genre due
to the exceptional use of negative space; that is, the text communicates multiple meanings
through what Collins includes and does not include. The following article engages in a
deep reading of The Gigantic Beard That Was Evil through textual analysis to interpret
and describe the message Collins communicates highlighting institutional ageism and
bereavement. Consideration for the use of both negative and positive space within narra-
tive construction reveals a story that encourages societal and social change to better care
for the mentally ill, geriatric population.
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Introduction
Western media has historically checked quite a few repetitive boxes in the enter-
tainment industry – intense, climactic and, oftentimes, utopian (McKee et al.,
2012: 23). The trope in Western narrative of a misguided attempt to create utopia
by limiting the boundaries of society appears time and again across platforms and
occupies its own genre: dystopian fiction. In these worlds, authors create visions of
the future rife with oppression and dehumanisation that exist as a result of
attempted utopian gain; and in this way, readers are often encouraged to challenge
their preconceived notions about social and political moments. In some versions,
such as The Hunger Games or Nineteen Eighty-Four, the dystopia is immediately
identified as an abuse of power. In others, such as The Giver or Divergent, audiences
are made to believe that the collective society has chosen the conformity as a means
to create an ideal world (that ultimately fails); and in others, like The Gigantic Beard
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That Was Evil, audiences are encouraged to look beyond the simple words or
images that are provided to them and discover the hidden messages of dystopia
and corrupt societal structures within the narrative.

The Gigantic Beard That Was Evil by Stephen Collins is a New York Times best-
selling graphic novel and winner of the Inaugural 9th Art Award (Collins, 2014).
The story follows not only the tidy townspeople of ‘Here’, but a man noticeably dis-
tinguished from the rest. The novel begins by creating a foundation for an under-
standing of Here – a place described explicitly as ‘perfect’ (Collins, 2014). This is
juxtaposed to the frightening ‘There’ and the sea that leads to it; contrary to
Here, There is ‘disorder … chaos … evil’ (Collins, 2014). As the protagonist,
Dave, navigates through the tidiness in Here, he attempts to drown out his growing
fears but is forced to confront a wave of anxiety and oppression after the single hair
below his nose turns into an uncontrollable beard engulfing most of the town. While
the novel has been described as an allegorical fable wherein Collins stresses the dan-
gers of conformity and fear, the purposeful choices made by Collins surrounding
Dave’s appearance, behaviour and treatment bring alternative interpretations to the
surface (Turner, 2014). Through detailed artwork and images that extend across
multiple panels, Collins manages to produce a text that, where whimsical in a rudi-
mentary sense, illustrates the use of media as a catalyst for social change.

Although Western media is predominately categorised as entertainment, several
media texts have demonstrated the ability to entertain, while at the same time,
teach. Comedic films such as Click or Yes Man are designed to not only make audi-
ences laugh but also communicate deeper life lessons about enjoying the time one
has left. Similar profound messaging can be found in animated films targeted at
children – Frozen, Moana, Soul; animated films are utilising the creative space
that animation offers to challenge faulty societal thinking such as conformity and
fear. In order to do so, these films often showcase the bad – a society that excludes
members that are different or forcefully restricts self-expression. Collins adopts a
similar strategy, by strategically depicting a society wherein specific groups of
people are isolated, through texts and images both in manifest and latent content;
by doing so, Collins communicates powerful messages that problematise current
societal treatment of the geriatric population.

The purpose of this article is to interpret and describe the message Collins
communicates beyond the surface-level use of images and dialogue – a message
that highlights institutional ageism and exists within a problematic cultural climate
that stigmatises not only ageing, but mental health as well. The need to address
these concerns is intensified with new changes to medical practices that further iso-
late the geriatric population battling comorbidity. As criteria for diagnosing mental
health disorders become more advanced, new diagnoses arise due to changing diag-
nostic criteria. Among the deviations is the separation of depression as a result of
bereavement from the diagnosable Major Depressive Disorder. The most recent
version of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (American
Psychiatric Association, 2013) outlines several criteria for Major Depressive
Disorder related to mood, weight fluctuation, sleep disturbances, concentration
and thoughts of death; notably, the criteria require the symptoms be separate
from substance use or other medical conditions but does not otherwise attempt
to indicate a cause or source of the depression. Yet, a separate disorder – identified
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as Persistent Complex Bereavement Disorder – attempts to separate depression as a
result of bereavement. The symptoms and criteria for diagnosis are built around
what is considered a socially and culturally acceptable amount of time to grieve
the loss of a loved one, alongside cognitive or behavioural changes (Nielson
et al., 2017; Fleming, 2021). While the separation can be seen as an attempt to bet-
ter specify the source of depressive thoughts and behaviours, it can also be seen as a
disregard or negligence of specific demographics, primarily older adults.

Geriatric patients are frequently identified as a high-risk population for depres-
sion based on prevalence rates and statistics (Rapp et al., 1988). Studies have indi-
cated that despite efforts to increase screening, proper medical diagnosis of
depression in geriatric patients is extremely low, and older adults remain largely mis-
diagnosed; even more problematic, the geriatric patients that do receive a diagnosis
are largely untreated (Rapp et al., 1988; Bruce et al., 2002). Still, depression and
mental health differences among geriatric populations is but one small piece to a
much larger puzzle of ageism in health care and, in turn, ageism in society. The dis-
cussions surrounding ageism in health care have been intrinsically tied to discus-
sions surrounding ageism in the larger civilisation – that is, arguments in favour
of common ageist practices pull from the belief that older adults ‘are disproportion-
ately heavy users of medical care’ with an increased burden of illness and supposed
favouritism through programmes such as Medicare (Kane and Kane, 2005: 49). A
reoccurring theme in the discussions of resources for the geriatric population
remains a concern over value of human life as a function to the larger society.

Method
With heavy topics such as mental health, bereavement and ageism at the forefront
of discussion, the natural tendency to focus on what is present becomes a forefront
of analysis. Researchers, scholars, physicians and parents all want to know what is
being talked about, what is being presented, and how these discourses are helpful or
problematic to different areas of society and social presence; but what is missing
from these discussions is, ironically, what is missing. A valuable component to text-
ual analysis involves consideration of the unrepresented within a text – specifically
examining the systematic exclusion of representations that are often overlooked
(McKee, 2003: 110). In an artistic sense, artists use this ‘negative space’, ‘the
unmarked areas of the page’, to create an entirely separate image than the one occu-
pied in the subject, or positive space (Wong, 2011: 1). Media research has pulled
from this notion that multiple messages can be communicated simultaneously, in
real time, by examining not only what texts are communicating through presence,
but absence as well. Even beyond the visual, research has explored how silence com-
municates an entirely independent picture of the one created with spoken word
(Ward and Winstanley, 2003). In this way, media analyses take into equal consid-
eration how what is not present influences the message and interpretation of a text
as that of what is present.

Given the primary goal of determining and interpreting the message within the
negative space of Collins’ piece, a textual analysis that utilises deep reading appropri-
ately takes into consideration the elemental components to the text while including
analyses to examine what the observed elements offer in terms of message
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construction. The following analysis is derived from multiple readings of the text that
resembles a three-tier analysis to approaching textual analysis of media. These mul-
tiple readings include an initial reading that addresses the text, the story, the events
and the characters; a second reading that addresses the images and dialogue; and a
third reading that addresses the meaning and significance of the text as a whole.1

The first reading sets a foundation for understanding the positive and negative spaces
within a specific text – that is, in the first reading, the researcher considers the dif-
ferent fundamental elements put forth by an author. In the second reading, there
is an increased focus on the images and dialogue, including how they are presented,
how they intertwine or complement one another, and how they also create a foun-
dation for the narrative. The third reading involves the highest level of subjectivity
wherein the researcher comes to an interpretation of what the text means and how
it is significant in larger contexts. This deep-reading strategy is built upon the
three necessary criteria for a critical visual methodology: ‘takes images seriously,
thinks about the social conditions and effects of images and their mode of distribu-
tion, (and) considers [one’s] own way of looking at images’ (Rose, 2016: 22).

Although the third reading results in a noticeably subjective interpretation, the
entire process of deep reading and textual analysis is subjective and creates limita-
tions when considering bias. The way one learns and exists in the world creates a
bias and subjective lens through which media are interpreted and can therefore influ-
ence concluding thoughts or interpretations of media texts. As noted in the third
listed criteria for critical visual methodology outlined above, researchers must con-
sider their own way of looking at and interpreting images to draw conclusions and
pursue valid interpretations effectively. While the final interpretation is still consid-
ered subjective, it is this subjectivity that – when paired with acknowledgement and
introspection – leads to a variety of different ways to read and examine media texts.

This three-tier deep reading textual analysis strategy places the single media text
within a larger societal context and therefore addresses more than just a piece of
media. By examining the text in detail alongside the current historical and social
moment, a textual analysis of this piece offers a qualitative examination of meaning
and context. Specifically, the following article addresses the problematic narrative
centred on ageism and bereavement that is illuminated after thorough investigation
of the negative space in The Gigantic Beard That Was Evil.

Discussion
In a society where ‘tidiness’ is prioritised, self-image and presentation are extremely
valued and therefore important features to consider in analysis. Collins creates a
society so ‘neat’ and uniform that any deviation from the ‘norm’ is immediately rec-
ognisable and problematic. The deviations that Dave exhibits – both in the positive
and negative space – set him apart from the rest of the population on the basis of
age and mental health.

Age

The major difference between Dave and the people of Here is a generational gap
indicated through Dave’s advanced age. The specific age of characters is not
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explicitly discussed throughout the narrative; however, specific choices in character
development and images alongside analysis of the negative space indicate Dave’s
status as an older adult. Particularly, Collins pulls from both biological and social
indicators of age when constructing the image of his aged protagonist.

Biological indicators
As the audience discovers through Dave’s drawings, the physical similarities
between each passerby lies within the absence of facial hair (Collins, 2014). In
fact, nearly all of the men pictured in Dave’s drawings (and Collins’ entire novel)
exhibit no defining features that distinguish them from one another, particularly
as it applies to age. Dave, on the other hand, exemplifies two different physical fea-
tures that identify him as an older adult, each associated with the location of hair.
Where his newfound beard is a powerful symbol for his evolving depression, his
facial hair is – at its most fundamental level – a physical marker of biological matur-
ity in men (Miller, 2017). Though Dave is presented as the only individual with hair
upon his face, he is also presented as the only individual with no hair atop his head.
Similar to the growth of facial hair, hair loss is a biological indicator of ageing
(Levine, 2016). The audience is told from the start of the novel that Dave currently
wears a wig and that even his ‘pre-wig days’ featured baldness – suggesting that hav-
ing been bald for a substantial amount of time, Dave is significantly older than most
of the characters with whom he interacts (Collins, 2014).

Social indicators
Beyond the physical components revealing Dave’s age, an examination of the nega-
tive space further indicates his status as an older citizen. Praised for his intricate
sketch-work and panel placement, Collins meticulously and purposefully includes
images that are essential to the novel’s development. Within the text, nearly 50
panels – several occupying close to half a page – are devoted to depicting citizens
engaged with their cell phones (Collins, 2014). In direct contrast to the rest of soci-
ety, Dave’s few interactions with technology are limited to computers and projec-
tors at work as well as his wired phone at home (Collins, 2014). Dave is never
seen interacting with a cell phone, and resorts to a basic portable cassette player
similar to those developed by Sony in 1979. In the negative space, the reader dis-
covers that Dave does not possess the same level of technological awareness and
accessibility as the average person, further contributing to his identification as an
older adult.

Bereavement

As the only geriatric individual depicted in the novel, Dave struggles with very com-
mon geriatric-specific obstacles – among them is his visible battle with bereave-
ment. The death of a loved one is not only tragic in the moment but has lasting
impact on an individual’s life as well as his or her daily behaviours and thoughts
(Rees and Lutkins, 1967). Collins provides his readers with a glimpse of mortality
and the processes of grief primarily through Dave’s solemn solitude and over-
whelming fear of death.
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Solitude
Where Collins does well to include detailed, transcribed intricacies that provide a
basis for the ample amount of valid textual interpretations, a key underrepresenta-
tion in the manifest content that is disregarded lies within the main character’s soli-
tude. When not engaging with his primary emotional outlet of drawing, Dave’s
expression while alone within the home is glum – his head hangs down and he
looks to the floor when showering, brushing his teeth, and entering or leaving
through the front door (Collins, 2014). The emphasis on Dave’s solitude while in
the home is disconcerting and becomes a key component to the development of
his character. Dave does not interact with townspeople outside typical work
exchanges and arrives at the end of long, dull days to an empty home. Through
the panels that focus on Dave’s solitude inside his home, it can be suggested that
Dave did – at one point – live with a companion. The entrance of Dave’s home
is notably patterned with a floral wallpaper, and a large coat rack stands by the
doorway – currently only used to a very small degree by Dave’s wig on a single
hook (Collins, 2014).

This creates a source of inquisitiveness within readers regarding Dave’s living
situation prior to the current setting. This ambiguity is addressed in several stages
by Collins – the first being the foundation he lays with Dave as an artist who draws
what he sees. Dave’s drawings are always distinguished from Collins’ own drawings
in the novel through much lighter sketching. As readers follow Dave’s daily routine,
the darkened panels by Collins to portray Dave’s bus ride are interrupted by a series
of lightly sketched panels that depict a man exiting the back of an ambulance with a
stretcher (Collins, 2014). In this moment, Dave’s initial facial expression of concern
fades to one of sorrow – it could be that Dave has experienced a ‘flash-back’ to a
previously witnessed traumatic event, one related to the death of his absent com-
panion. Collins further pushes this interpretation surrounding death and trauma
through Dave’s behaviours and thoughts surrounding death and uncertainty.

Death anxiety
Alone with no spousal figure or children and captivated by the love ballad Eternal
Flame, Dave represents a bereaved care-giver coping with the death of a loved one.
McKee (2003: 21) recognises the inevitability and exactness of death by claiming
‘it’s an experience that you can’t escape just by interpreting it differently’, but
also suggests that differences in sense-making practices shape individual interpreta-
tions and value judgements regarding death as desirable, undesirable or even feared.
As one of very few mammalian species aware of mortality, this self-knowledge fre-
quently elicits a fear of death that is heightened by the confrontation of pain, suf-
fering and death of others (Kauffman, 1995; Bachner et al., 2011). With the
symbolic nature of There representing the inevitable death that accompanies mor-
tality, Dave is particularly fearful of the unknown entity and any transporting fea-
ture associated with it. The reader first learns of this anxiety when the windowless
walls of coastal houses are revealed to be a visual and mental avoidance of the Sea
and the darkness with which it connects (Collins, 2014).

Dave’s aversion to the symbolic representation of death becomes clearer when
examining his isolation and the structured absence of a spousal figure. Death anx-
iety is closely related to actual confrontations with death, notably witnessing and
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understanding the death of another person (Sherman et al., 2010). Dave’s death
anxiety arises as a result of his experience with spousal death, evident not only
through the absence of a spouse, but also his perpetual enthralment with Eternal
Flame by The Bangles. Serving as a major inter-text, the lyrics contribute to the
overall function of the song within the novel:

Close your eyes. Give me your hand, darling. Do you feel my heart beating? … I
watch you when you are sleeping. You belong with me … Am I only dreaming, or
is this burning an eternal flame? A whole life so lonely, and then you come and
ease the pain. I don’t want to lose this feeling. (Hoffs and Steinberg, 1989)

A musical representation of a complicated love scene, Eternal Flame suggests the
continual burning of a flame in honour of a loved one – one that can never be
extinguished, even in his or her absence. On constant repeat, the song drowns
Dave’s anxious thoughts and becomes a means to avoid death-related contempla-
tions (Collins, 2014). This is largely due to the tendency of care-givers that experi-
ence the death of their ‘patient’ to engage in protective behaviours that avoid fears
and concerns associated with the inevitable demise (Vess et al., 1988; Edwards and
Foster, 1999). As a result, bereaved care-givers suffering from death anxiety are less
likely to communicate their fears or negative feelings, hence Dave’s attempts to pre-
sent a neat and ‘tidy’ image to the public while passively drowning out any disturb-
ing and anxious cognitions (Bachner et al., 2011; Collins, 2014).

Mental health

Despite Dave’s efforts to subdue his anxious thoughts, the plethora of negative cog-
nitions that arise as a result of witnessing spousal death becomes overwhelming.
Accompanied with death anxiety, studies have shown that ‘a considerable propor-
tion of bereaved caregivers develop complicated grief or post-loss depressive symp-
toms’ (Nielson et al., 2017: 540) after the patient’s death, and the depressive
symptoms are magnified if the care-giver is the patient’s spouse (Tang et al.,
2013: 1316). Collins utilises symbolism to depict Dave’s bereavement by allowing
the growing, black beard to function as depression. Continuously present through
the single hair under his nose, Dave’s depression is always breaching the surface,
but appears to be, for the most part, maintained through regular doctor visits
and close attention to any growth or change:

Doctor Peterson: Neither thinner nor stronger?
Dave: No.
Doctor Peterson: Shorter no longer?
Dave: No. Just the same as it was before.
Doctor Peterson: Remarkable. (Collins, 2014)

Dave explains to Doctor Peterson that the hair had ‘always just been … there’ and
compares his abnormality to the dark unknown that haunts him – the purposefully
named mysterious entity, ‘There’ (Collins, 2014). In this instance, we are given a
direct comparison to the depressive emotions that Dave attempts to suppress and
the death of which he has not only witnessed, but fears. As the plot develops,
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the connection is strengthened, and the failures associated with attempts to sup-
press grief become evident.

As a result of Dave’s aged status, inadequate attention and care are devoted to his
wellbeing and overall psychological state. Despite mental illness such as Major
Depressive Disorder affecting over seven million seniors and 40–50 per cent of
care-givers, depression in older patients is often incorrectly viewed by health-care
professionals as ‘an inevitable consequence of aging rather than an objective clinical
diagnosis’ (Briggs et al., 2018: 6). The misconception that depression is a conse-
quence of ageing opposed to bereavement over lost loved ones ‘leads to under-
diagnosis and under-treatment by health care professionals’ (Newman, 2017).
These detrimental misconceptions result in the dismissal of Dave’s concerns, and
he receives little valuable assistance. Ambulance services abruptly end their
phone call, Doctor Peterson sends Dave away to a ‘specialist’, and Professor
Darren Black manipulates and exploits Dave’s condition to the public (Collins,
2014).

Institutional ageism

With the examination of negative space contributing to a clearer image of Dave’s
character as an aged, bereaved care-giver struggling with mental health, the prob-
lematic assertions about ageism within this text continue to extend beyond the mis-
diagnosis of his depression. As an older adult struggling with mental health, Dave is
viewed by the macro levels of society as an inconvenience, and by the micro levels
as a flaw – two separate entities that Collins identifies as major contributors to insti-
tutional ageism both systemically and socially.

Systemic
An important feature to Dave’s maltreatment is found in the society Collins pre-
sents – one that is critical of not only Dave’s inability to subdue his implicit atti-
tudes, but one that wishes to eliminate his very existence on the basis of fear and
resentment. An entire panel is dedicated to a projection of ‘USER Value’ across
Dave’s chest as he gives a presentation to the younger generation about profit,
value and productivity (Collins, 2014). The function of older adults in the larger
society is also clear through explicit advertisements pasted around the town –
one sign reading, ‘F and G LIFE INSURANCE … Making your death a lot better
for everyone’ (Collins, 2014). Visually, Collins offers readers a clear idea of how
aged individuals are seen and valued within the culture.

This depiction of older adults as an inconvenience to larger societal goals is fur-
ther emphasised by Collins through political decision making; the government calls
for Dave’s public execution claiming, ‘if we can’t cut it … we have to kill it at
source’ (Collins, 2014). This proposed solution, by a government official, highlights
the political assumptions that seniors ‘waste’ government resources – a political
stance that has been observed in several different cultures. In 2013, Japan’s financial
minister expressed his concern for social security reforms, suggesting that ‘the
problem won’t be solved unless you let them hurry up and die’ (McCurry, 2013).
Institutionally approaching health care with the mindset that a geriatric patient is
invaluable to society and utilising valuable monetary resources undoubtedly results
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in the mistreatment of ageing mentally ill patients. The government of Here exem-
plifies a similar mindset in their suggestion of public execution as well as the solu-
tion to exile Dave and ultimately send him to his death in There (Collins, 2014).

Social
Although institutions hold a significant amount of power, the people within a cul-
ture collectively influence the decision-making processes. Dave not only becomes a
threat to government resources, but a source of blame and protest by several
townspeople:

They should just get rid of him
He’s best off dead!
Terrorists must GO!
KILL THIS DEVIL. (Collins, 2014)

While Collins attributes this reaction to fear of change that ultimately creates the act
of ‘naming’, the citizens’ behaviour reveals the sense-making practices of most
social beings (Collins, 2014). The fundamental attribution error explains the
human tendency to attribute the behaviour of others to some internal disposition
and attribute one’s own behaviour to external situational factors (Tetlock, 1985).
The disorderly, untidy physical appearances of the town that arises only once the
hairdressers become occupied suggest that the unkempt public image of all individ-
ual citizens (other than Dave) is solely derived from external, situational factors that
are beyond their control. Dave’s disorderly public image, however, is regarded as
internal, derived intrinsically from dispositions such as personality, abilities and
motives.

It becomes relatively difficult for observers to employ similar sense-making pro-
cesses of others as they do of themselves, particularly in instances where control is
compromised (Tetlock, 1985; Cohen, 2011). The inhabitants of Here represent a
collective group of perfectionists who demand certainty in an uncertain world –
obsessed with the concept of ‘tidiness’ and avoiding all of which is uncertain or
ambiguous. Those with ‘losing-control anxiety’ attempt to control the outcome
of situations, even if that means eliminating obstacles that threaten certitude
(Cohen, 2011). Subjected to the innate psychological processes outlined in attribu-
tion theory, the people of Here contribute to the stigmatisation and elimination of
Dave on the basis of his age and mental condition by demanding his removal from
society. Rather than considering Dave’s depression to be a result of an external fac-
tor such as spousal death, his mental illness is inappropriately attributed to his age.

Conclusion
Through a narrative that is built upon the flaws of society both at the social and
systemic levels, Collins remarks on several dominant cultural discourses centred
on mental illness as an insignificant issue, ageing as an intrinsic contribution to
depression and the justification of fears about uncertainty. Deeply skilled in the
art of sketching, Stephen Collins utilises his artistic ability to present an ambiguous,
philosophical narrative rife with symbolism and negative space. An analysis of the
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rhetorical strategies reveals the graphic novel to be a depiction of care-giver bereave-
ment – illustrating the depression, death anxiety and discrimination of older adults
battling spousal death. Touching on psychological concepts and uniquely human ten-
dencies, Collins demonstrates the problematic dominant discourses centred on age-
ism. Where the novel is entertaining and visually appealing, this particular text
occupies a unique space in the media realm – one that is filled with influential con-
tent purposefully open to multiple interpretations in order to uncover the sense and
meaning-making practices of not just a specific culture, but each individual reader.

Note
1 C. Bell, ‘Lecture on critical race theory’, 2018, personal collection of C. Bell, University of Colorado at
Colorado Springs, CO.
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